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CHAIRMAN'S REMARIG

It is hard to believe that I have been in this post for a

whole year, they say that the older one gets the faster time
goes by. I owe a great deal to our Secretary Richard McCaw,
as does the whole Soup, and to George Wilson the Vice
Chairman, who has stood in for lne on more than one

occasion.

T'he season got off to a very poor start as the weather
was not ideal for perfect blooms. In spite of this the group

descended on Coleman's Garden Centre in the pouring rain
and wind and with the help of coffee and tea which flowed
freely from Coleman's a superb show was set up. Best bloom
was a beautiful Silk Cut of Michael Ward's. This is the show

that gives the NIDG a chance to show the public that
daffodils are more than just yellow flowers that come up in
spring and hopefully encourages a few new members to join
the Group. Many thanks are due to Coleman's for allowing
us to use this venue yet again. The Belfast show was again

held in a marquee at Malone house. We had four visiting
Judges, three from England and one from the USA.

Best bloom here was Dorchester from Richard McCaw
and Brian Duncan won the Championship of Ireland. Once

again the group's stand was covered with wonderful
affangements by Sandra Wilson and our thanks go to her for
doing this every year. These shows do not just happen, there
is a great deal of work involved not just from the Parks

Department but also many members of the Soup who spend

time making sure that all the exhibits are displayed to their
best and clearing up after the show. These are the unsung

heroes ofthe group and should not be forgotten.
John McAusland hosted the Lily show on a beautiful

day in July. His Garden was looking superb and the group

enjoyed what is essentially a social day. Thank you John.

Betty and Brian Duncan hosted the late show with their
usual flair. It was a wet day but in spite of that the show was

a success and the home team won Best Bloom with Soprano.

As usual Betty laid on super food fbr those who had travelled
a long way and tea for everyone afterwards. Many thanks to
BetU and Brian.

Sadly our joint Belfast Parks Trials comrnittee has rnet

with some problems due to reorganisation in the Parks

Department. It would appear that the Parks Department are

not keen to take on any more work until they have
reorganised and brought their existing programmes under
control.

Congratulations to two members of the group. In the

New Year's Honours list Brian Duncan and John Ennis both
received the MBE. Brian's being in recognition of his work
with the RHS and daffodils in particular.

In June we were very sad to lose two very dedicated
and popular members of our group, Percy Bell and Patricia
Harrison. Both of them will be very much missed by us all.

After all the hype Y2K is with us and, as far as I can

tell, without any problems. My flowers are still growing and

further on than I would wish. The computer still seems to
work and nothing has fallen out of the sky. So I hope that it
continues as any other year and that we all have a wonderful
season.

Nial Watson.



SECRETARY'S REPORT

It is hard to believe that 12 months have passed since I last

presented my secretarial report to the members of the Northern
Ireland Daffodil Group. This past year of the last century has been

flillof mixed emotions.
ln our last newsletter we had two obituaries. That of Lady
Harrison and Percy Bell, both very active members of our group.

Lady Harrison was a lounder member of this group and helped to
progress it to its present day form, very few group meetings passed

that Lady Harrison did not attend with Sir Frank. Percy did not
discover his yellow fever until later in life, even now I'm not sure

that daffbdils were not simply a reason to discover more brain
stretching problems to solve. I know he directed several members

in bulb hot water treatment and developed a portable machine for
doing this. It was Percy's wish that the group should have this
apparatus and I now store it so any member wishing to use it can

contact me.

During 1999 we had a very full prograrnme of events in which
many of our own members participated. Bulb Chipping with
Derrick Turbitt almost convinced me to cut up the new purchase

of Dorchester. Robert Curry and George Wilson and their X files
have not been arrested and will be back in November fbr part two.
For our lecture of the year we were pleased to welcome Dr Peter
Brandham. Many members found this a very informative lecture
and have put some of his advice into practice.

At this point I may as well advertise the fact that John Blanchard,
well known to the group, will be here at our next meeting in
February, for our lecture of the year entitled "Wild Daffodils". ln
August John McAusland welcomed us to his home where we had

a very enjoyable Lily Show. Of course being a daffodil group our
main season is in April where many affiliated societies hold their
spring shows. There has been detailed show reports in our last

Newsletter but as usual I will give you some Belfast Spring Show

details. Daffodil exhibits were 485 in '98, 433 in '99. With the

amalgamation of the open and amateur single bloom sections this

increased liom 140 in '98 to 314. Correspondingly the amateur

section decreased liom 256 in '98, to 49. Most of these classes

were for collections, for example the Championship of Ireland

requires t2 blooms and another class calling for nine vases, three

blooms each. This show, now at Malone House, is in an ideal

situation so I would ask members to rally round and continue to

make the show the centrepiece of our season. By now you will
have received the groups programme for 2000. Please try to plan

ahead and attend as many as possible.

Some members I would like to say thanks to, first our chairman

Nial Watson, our treasurer Jack Carlisle and James Smyth who has

assisted me through the year. James has agreed to help me again

and I can assure him he will be called upon and his learning curve

will be much sharper. There has been 8 new members join the

group and the committee has decided on a recruitment drive

through 2000.

Our editorial committee continues to produce our Newsletter and

are very much unsung heroes. There will be an editorial report

later and I would encourage all members to support them and

observe deadlines.

I do like to have all my bulbs planted by the end of September but

the weather this past year was so wet that I did not finish until the

middle of November. As I have already been told that the season

looks to be early, this may not be as bad as I first thought' We are

now in January, and although the ground has remained wet there

has been little rain. Little green shoots are pushing through and I

fbel that the season could be just right?

This year held many surprises, the new millennium, the eclipse, but

it did save the best to last. I am pleased to say that both Brian

Duncan and John Ennis were awarded the MBE, both have agreed



to stay members of the N.I.D.G.! I am also pleased to
acknowledge the news that Nial Watson has been appointed to the
RHS Narcissus and Tulip committee.

It just remains for me to wish you all a very rewarding Daffodil
Show Season.

R. McCaw

EDITORS COMMENTS

As we approach a new season in the new Millennium I
struggle yet again with the now familiar task of assembling our
Newsletter. The deadlines set have passed and copy is in short
supply. hopefully some will appear to save the day and the editorial
team can produce yet another edition to the standard that has

become familiar to you all.
Winter has still not let go, yet the debate is on as to whether

it will be an early season. It would appear to depend on where you
live and the soil on which the bulbs are grown. Soil temperature is
slow to rise on clay soils especially when there has seldom been

more than one or two dry days in succession. Frost has also been
fairly regular when there has been been one or two dry days and
with the sun still low in the sky during the day it is slow to thaw.

The contents of this edition cover a diverse range of subjects
ranging from bulb chipping to potting which hopefully will be of
interest to all. May I urge all members to take up that which is

mightier than the sword and commit an article to paper so that we
all might share our experiences. It is this sharing that furthers the
spread of our passion to others who have yet to be smitten with
yellow fever.

John Blanchard's talk on the Pleasures of Wild Daffodils
could inspire some of us in the not too distant future to forsake our
green and pleasant land to visit Europe. Particularly Spain and
Portugal to search out and see the many species for ourselves.

The diversity of the flowers of some species that he showed in his

talk was fascinating and it was most informative.
It was most heartening to welcome members of the Alpine

Society who joined us at such short notice to hear John and draw

attention to the fact that this is one area where our interests

overlap. John is coming back in December to give a talk to the

Alpine Society, and they have extended an invitation to us all to
join them.

May I ask all those approached during the season to write
reports and pass them on to either George or rnyself so that we can

have a comprehensive coverage of the show sceue in our next

Edition. Finally may I draw attention to the Millennium Class at

Belfast requiring nine stems, staged singly, and urge you all to try
and enter.

M. Kerr

NORTHERN IRELAND DAFFODIL GROUP

Summary of Income and Expenditure for the year ending

31st. December 1999

A. J. Carlisle
Honorary Treasurer

INCOME EXPENDITURE

Balance brought forward [16588.46

Interest Received f790.13

Subscriptions f848.65

Fund raising L459.45

Sale of Books etc. f.125.28

Magazine f735.88

Secretarial Expenses fl 10.12

Meetings f359.00

Show Expenses f277.50
Trophies / engraving f265.29

Affiliation Fee f6.00
BankCharges f 11.06

Balance carried forward L17027.20

f l88l 1.97 f 1881 1 .97



DAFFODILS and CHIPS
Derrick Turbitt

Daffodils naturally multiply quite slowly and on average the

number of bulbs double every 2 yea.rs. However this can vary

between varieties some being much faster to multiply than others.

Bulbs that have been damaged by the narcissus fly can initiate

new growth from the undamaged part of the base-plate even though

the centre of the bulb has been badly damaged. This has led to a
variety of ways for cutting the bulbs into segments to hasten

propagation. The technique practised by commercial growers is

known as "twin-scaling" but easier techniques such as "quattering"

or "chipping" are less daunting for the amateur.

The equipment required for chipping a bulb is readily available.

For cutting I use a stanley knife with a new blade.Unused

supermarket
plastic bags are

sterile when cut

open to expose the

inner surface. The other main requirements are a systemic

fungicide, perlite or vermiculite, potting compost and a pair of
disposable gloves.

,,i-,\ The bulb to be chipped is cleaned by removing

,,tr',,'7\',\... any loose brown scales and roots. I then remove

These four pieces are then (depending on size) cut again to give a

total of 8 or l2 pieces (chips).

I make up 0.5 litre of the systemic fungicide following the

manufacturers instructions and the chips are soaked in this for 5

minutes. The fungicide is then used to soak 3 ot 4 handfuls of
perlite (or vermiculite) which are squeezed out (wear gloves) and

placed in an unused plastic bag. The chips are placed in the bag

which is shaken to mix them through the perlite. It is then sealed

simply by tying a knot at the open end. The bag is then kept at

about 20'C. for 12 weeks, at the end of which each chip should be

developing I or 2 bulbils. I find it best to chip the bulbs in early July

as this gives the chips the maximum time to initiate bulbils before

planting.
By late September I early October the chips (bulbils) are ready for
planting out. I plant out furto 6" pots in a mixture of peat based

compost with 10% grit added. Six chips are planted in each pot in

, \i' any loose brown scales and roots. I then remove
' I \' ' the outer brown scales and clean ' \

I

) \ t \t, the base plate. The bulb is then ..+l=
I j placed on the sterile plastic bag

' , and its top 2 cm (nose) cut off iv, !e! vrr 

t I l

L

f,-:
l
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It is then turned upside. d9w1 and

halved and quartered by cutting through the base- \ \ | ,/

plate.



a layer of the perlite in which they were incubated. This layer is

between 3 to 4 cm from the surface of the pot. This keeps the
young bulbs in a relatively sterile medium but the developing roots
can go down into the compost. They are best protected in the cold
greenhouse for the fust year and each chip will produce I or 2
leaves that can grow to 9" or 10" high. At the end of the frst
season each chip will have produced one or two bulbs about two
to three centimetres long (about the size of 2 year old seedlings).

These are planted outside at the start of the next growing season

and will reach flowering size in 2 years time.
I find that using this method a small round (or fairly large offset)
should produce between 10 and 16 bulbs after three years. The
only bulbs that I chip are expensive new varieties and 1 or 2 of my
best seedlings. If you are lifting an expensive variety and have I or
2 bulbs plus an offset, try chipping the offset. Then in three years

time you will have a good number of bulbs for your own use and

one or two spare for the NIDG auction. That is of course if the
variety is still expensive after 3 years!

UNDERCOVER DAFFODILS! !

Ian W. Scroggy HNDH

When I frst started growing daffodils for showing I grew
them under plastic in a polytunnel. I prepared the ground inside my
poly,tunnel, frstly I double dug the bed and incorporated well
rotted farmyard manure from a local farmer who I knew fed his

calves on hay and bedded them on straw therefore producing
better manure. Never use farmyard manure coming from a farm
that feeds cattle silage as it contains poisonous efiluent, a chemical

coming from fermenting grass under the black polythene of silage
pits.

To this I added 4oz of sulphate of potash per squa-re yard and

2oz of bone meal to give longer term nutrients in the soil. It is

important not to overdo your fertiliser application when growing

inside or your daffodils will all go to leaves as the growing

conditions are that much warmer. Too much nitrogen and your

leaves can grow up to 60cm long. If your leaves start bursting -

producing bubbles on the leaves this can be due to over-feeding.

You learn from experience and knowing your own soil how much

fertiliser to apply. My soil is very healy clay so it buffers the

nutrients well. It is different on a sandy soil as it has a low buffering

capacity and nutrients leach away fairly quickly. On this type of soil

the key is to build up a rich humus layer on top of the light soil and

mulch yearly. The ground was then rotovated and raked level. I let

the soil settle for one month prior to planting, watering the soil

weekly. I planted the daffodils six inches deep and ten inches apart

in rows with ten inches between rows'
My polytunnel is orientated East / West so it gets the sun all

day. Ventilation is vital to growing good daffodils under cover

because without it the stems of the daftbdils get very limp and

loose the strength to stand upright. To overcome this I have green

shading on each gable end of the tunnel so the air is circulating all

the time. It also prevents flyirg pests from entering.

Shading is vital as sooll as my daffodils get up to the goose

neck stage, I put up white frost fleece and droop it like a curtain

half way up the tunnel.This prevents the strong rays of the sun

burning the young flower buds as they open but at the same time

lets enough light through to produce strong colours in the flower'

I would use green shading for yellow-red daffodils as they burn

very quickly in the polytunnel.
From my experience of growing under glass the reverse

bicolours and the doubles perform much better under these

conditions than they do outdoors. Even under glass I can not get

the same results from bicolours that I get under the pollthene.

Perhaps this is due to the way polythene refracts the light more

randomly than it does through glass. Can anybody tell me?

l1l0



One major drawback for myself growing daffodils under
cover is most of my flowers are over after the first two shows and

are often in flower up to four weeks earlier. Another problem
growing under cover is getting your water regime just right and

keeping diseases at bay. To combat the latter I would spray
regularly every 10 to 14 days with up to four different fungicides
in rotation. Never use the same spray all the time or two sprays

that work similarly because the disease can build up immunity and

soon your spray has no effect. Rotate using Contact, Systemic and

or Translaminar sprays.

I hope this is of some help to fellow exhibitors. Please write
to the editor with your own experiences and techniques of growing
daffodils.

Editors Note :-
I once saw a polytunnel which had the bottom 3ft made up of

fine mesh netting and thought at the time that this would be the
type of tunnel I would use if I was to grow daffodils under cover.
I liked the idea that there was a much greater airflow potential and

the fact that the heat build up would not be so intense at the level
at which the flowers would have been growing. Unfortunately at

that time I could not find anyone who could give me the
information on the supplier. Since then my ideas have changed and

I prefer to grow my flowers in the open with a shelter screen or
hedge to slow down the worst of the gales experienced in this area

as all structures in the open would need to be very well secured.

POTS REQUIRE GOOD DRAINAGE

S. McCabe
Many years ago being perturbed at the high cost of plastic

pots in which to grow my daffodils, I sought a cheaper alternative.
I struck a deal with the manager of a local supermarket and

purchased his entire stock of plastic buckets.

These came in a variety of colours but all required to have

holes drilled in them for drainage purposes. This was easily

accomplished using an electric drill.
For many years in addition to labelling the contents I used

the assorted colours as a code. Thus the brown buckets were used

for all yellows, blue buckets for pink varieties, yellow for red cups

etc.

Last spring when I uncovered rny pots I saw that one brown
pot had absolutely no signs of growth. Closer inspection revealed

that the bulbs had rotted completely and even closer scrutiny

showed that there were no drainage holes in the bucket!!

I knew that I had drilled all my buckets and was at a loss as

to how this one had escaped. Enquiries revealed that my long

suffering wife had become fed up with buckets that did not hold

water and unlinown to me had purchased one which she later

assumed had been purloined by me.

We are still engaged in discussions as to who should replace

the 5 rounds of 'Gold Bond' which I lost!! The moral of the story

is to only use your own gardening equipment and to check

carefully that all pots or containers etc. have adequate drainage.

IN THE BEGINNING OT HOW DID THE MADNESS START

George Wilson

When i try to rationalise my involvement with daffodils I tend

to apportion blame in copious amounts to my good lady. You see

I have as my life's partner a lady to whom arranging flowers is a
hobby, vocation or perhaps even a compulsion. Each flower or
foliage plant is examined not only for its own unique values and

beauty but as a possible candidate for inclusion itr sotne trtture

I'loral fbntasy. The upshot of this fascination with flowers was that
floral art competitions were entered by herself right up to the level

of international events and as a strong back and weak mind were

required to make props and haul them about I was roped in as the

t2
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bag pcrson.
Many floral art competitions are part of larger horticultural

cvents and once my portering duties were done I would wander
euound the other sections examining cacti, bonsai, pot plants, cut
Ilowers, vegetables etc. In my arrogant way I felt some of the
entries were poor and I believed I could do much better. In
consequence I started growing a few show varieties of gladioli and
vegetables. Needless to say I rapidly found just how diflicult it is to
produce a given number of perfect specimens of any species, X-2
or even by X-l is easy but always the number of immaculate
examples is just out of reach. I did eventually have modest success
but I got my pride severely blunted during the journey.

At many of these shows there were strange bands of
individuals who didn't grow different species but concentrated
typically on chrysanthemums, dahlias or daffodils. Of them all the
daff men (and women) were apparently the strangest. Surely
daffodils were those things you stuck in the ground and up popped
a springtime yellow host as regular as clockwork. Then John
McAusland came to give a talk to our gardening society. Now here
was a man who was obviously intelligent and articulate and yet he
almost became azealot when he talked about daffodils. He spoke
of colours, divisions, developing new varieties, strange sounding
things like coronas, perianths etc. All of a sudden I realised two
things, daffodils were not identical and worse still I was more than
a little interested.

In my innocence I decided to order 'Show' daffodils fiom
my usual suppliers of seeds,corms etc. and in the fullness of time I
sent cheques offto Walkers, Spalding. It shows how little I knew
in those days. At this stage I learned that suppliers sometimes are
less than honest as an order for 'Tinkerbelle' turned out to be what
I now know as 'Minnow'. Amazingly I won a second prize with it
at Belfast Spring Show, my first success however humble.

Fortunately at around this time I joined the N.I.D.G., got a
starter pack of 'real' bulbs and was taken under the wing of dyed
in the wool enthusiasts such as messers Curry, McCaw and Kerr.

They directed me towards Brian, Kate and Sir Frank for more

'real' bulbs. They also(and this is one of the real joys of the Group)

gave me loads of freebies and suddenly my garden was fulI of
'Avenger','Lavender Lass','Lancelot','Murrayfield','Smokey
Bear', 'sweetness' and perhaps my all time favourite 'Golden

Aura'.
In the succeeding years I have had to stop growing in my

garden as fly appears to be endemic in the immediate area. I have

also struggled out of the Novice arena and managed a little success

in Open collection classes. Above all however I have made genuine

friends with a shared interest who give me unstinting support and

abuse in equal quantities. you can't really ask for more than that.

Incidentally I still make props and do general portering

during flower competitions - some things never change!!

GLOBAL WARMING, YELLOW FEVER
and NEW ZEALAND FLATWORMS

M. Kerr

It is almost 30 years since I moved to this house which originally

had a garden of almost three quarters of an acre. The soil in the

garden was fairly heavy clay except for one small band at the top

of the original garden about l0 feet wide and 30 feet long of a
sandy type gravel. Although the soil was healy there were plenty

of earthworms which helped a lot with the improvement of the soil

condition in the original area as farmyard nuulure was readily

available and they took the humus down into the soil. Some years

after we moved in I had the opportunity of purchasing a further

piece of land and now have a garden approximately one and half

acres in size.

My neighbour Tom, who was breeding horses provided and

still does large quantities of manure and is only too delighted to

t4



cl:livcr it across the road to get rid of it (nine or ten large trailer
bads). The basic bedding material is wood shavings so I tend to
stack the manure for a year before use even though it had been
accumulating in his stable heap for several months. Shortly after
the acquisition of this second piece of land I began to notice a
decline in the number and size of the earthworms in the ground
which I was cultivating. It was then I read about the New Zealand
flatworm and how it was spreading throughout the province. It
apparently is capable of consuming 100 earthworms per year by
means of dissolving the earthworm and drinking the resulting
liquid. The search was on and I soon found evidence of the
flatworm under pots, paving slabs and large stones in similar
conditions to where slugs are found. Examples I have found have
ranged in colour from a dark brown to a purplish brown back with
a pale brown or dark fawn underbelly. From what I gather we here
in the northern hemisphere were thought to have no known
predator of the said flatworm so oman' took on the role. In the
summer I was in the habit of carrying out bug and slug hunts after
dark with the aid of a torch as I prefer not to use lots of chemicals
which I feel often harm other wildlife as well as the intended target.
Fortunately my neighbours to either side are not very close or they
would have been talking about me! (That mad fool wandering
about the garden at this time of the night with a torch.) I frequently
found many flatworms close to paths or crawling on the grass and
these were despatched with the aid of a sharp knife mounted on the
end of a stick. I have also found this pest at bulb lifting time
particularly if it has been dry here towards the end of June. It can
be found nestling beside the neck or at the base of the bulbs. A
frequent clue to its presence is the slimy circular deposit (not
unlike a snail trail on concrete) it leaves on the soil where it has
tended to be hiding up beside the bulb and closer inspection will
reveal the culprit.

Recent news article published in the gardening press indicates
that Dr. Brian Boag at the Scottish Crop Research Institute

reckons that black ground beetles may well be the answel to this

invader from the southern hemisphere. Tests he has carried out

have shown that both the larvae and the adult beetles eat

flatworms. He has also carried out tests on allotments in Edinburgh

where flatworms which had been fed on earthworms which had

been dyed red turned red. Further visits found no flatworms but

some black beetles which had turned red. It is reckoned there are

probably not enough beetles to provide biological control but they

could slow the increase. My experience here would tend to suggest

that as the worm population decreases the flatworms either decline

in nurnbers or move on, hopefully the former. Further study could

probably encourage an increase in the black beetle population so

there may be light at the end of the tunnel.

The fact that I have grown fairly tall hedges around the

garden to provide shelter and to establish a microclimate within the

garden. This means it is less subjected to the vagaries of the harsh

weather conditions generated by the surrounding mountains which

form the edge of the Antrim plateau bordering the north of Belfast

although one can do little about rainfall. Winters here used to

consist of several spells of considerable frosty weather where the

ground would have been frozen solid for several weeks with the

odd slight thaw. Snow was frequent when I frst moved here

around the end of January and for most of February so much so

that I carried a shovel and boots in the back of the car in order to

dig it out if I got stuck. This weather was great for conditioning

clay soil if it had been rough dug before the really cold conditions

set in. By the end of March or early April it was easy to break

down and cultivate and warmed up reasonably quickly. In recent

years there has not been much frost, yes there are fiosty nights but

only one or two followed by a quick thaw and usually rain. Snow

falls on the occasional day but soon disappears to be replaced by

rain. Winds which blow, tend to be moisture laden and often with

a high chill factor. My clay based soil tends to develop a skin on

top during the more frequent rainy spells and is slower to become

t6 17
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warm and workable. After winter digging any serious work is

generally delayed now to the end of April or early May unless a

brief dry spell allows earlier preparation of some areas. It is better

to stay offclay soil when it is cold and wet as it is easily compacted

and structure is ruined
Daffodils form part of the rotation plan for ground which is

also used for vegetable and cut flower production for the family'
Dallbdils are not planted in ground unless there has been at least a

3 year interval since they were last grown there' At least once

during this period of vegetable production the ground is double

dug with well rotted manure added to the bottom spit. This is

usually carried out at the start of the annual winter digging

progralnme.
The area to be used for this year's planting in Septernber has

already been identified. It will only be used for crops such as peas,

beans, shallots, garlic and salad crops which will be harvested well
before planting so that well rotted manure and compost may be

dug in along with the pea and bean roots, the nodules of which are

a good source of nitrogen. The ground will be rotovated before 4

ft wide rigs are thrown up which will settle to approximately 9

inches higher than the ground between. The intervening ground on

every other rig is dug out even deeper and usually covered with the

more woody plant stems from various plants and shredded hedge

cuttings. The purpose of this is to give a pathway which can be

walked on regardless of the weather except during very wet spells

and yet provide drainage. A deep trench is maintained around all
cultivated areas for the purpose of drainage and to inhibit the many

tree and hedge roots encroaching into and robbing nutrients from
areas which are used for cultivated purposes. Rigs have tended to

be made higher recently due to the change in climatic conditions.

To plant bulbs I use a board about nine inches wide and 4ft
long so that I can stand on top of the rig yet spread my weight. I
use a spade to make a quick V shaped trench in the ground, using

the edge of the board as a guide, depth to suit the size of bulbs
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being planted. Bulbs are quickly dropped in spaced about 6 inches

apart for the larger bulbs, closer for small bulbs, a name label
inserted at the end and the trench filled. The board is then moved
to just beyond the line of the last row planted but before repeating
the exercise the ground previously compressed by the board is
lightly broken up. By making the rigs higher than in the past, the
initial roots of the bulb are above inter rig paths which means that
the roots can readily access moisture without the bulb sitting in
waterlogged conditions. The deeper paths also help the rigs to
drain quicker after healy or prolonged periods of rain. Pods of
peas which were not pulled for culinary purposes and or have

matured on the vines are scattered between the rows on the rigs.
This allows small pea plants to develop before the cold finally kills
them off. Weeds are kept to a minimum on rigs usually by the use

of a flame gun about one month after planting on new rigs and

established rigs as soon a planting of new rigs is complete but by
early October at the latest and before too many peas appear.

Established beds have the soil surface opened with the use of a
light three pronged hand cultivator. Third year down beds are then
mulched with 2 or 3 inches of well rotted manure to reduce labour
and the need for weeding the following season. Unmulched beds

are regularly opened between rows of bulbs with the cultivator
whenever there is the prospect of a few dry days so that the crust
which has formed is loosened and broken up to allow air to get
into the soil. Usually this is carried out about twice between
December and the end of February with weeds being removed so

that they do not become deep rooted.
A few varieties begin to show towards the end of December

but it is usually well into February before the bulk ofthe plants are

visible. March generally is used to observe the developing foliage,
any brown tips are nipped off and disposed of in the bin. Plants
suspected of being diseased are rogued out and burnt and the
ground in that particular area soaked with Jeyes fluid at about 30
mls to the gallon. Early April the rigs are sprayed with Jeyes fluid
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diluted to about 15mls to the gallon before the developing flowers
have reached the crook stage. I try to do this when dull but dry
weather is forecast for a few days. Further spraying of fungicide
or pesticide if possible then is not used until after the show season

has passed unless there are signs that a particular variety or area

needs treatment. Between flowering and dieback the plants are

generally sprayed twice with fungicide or a combined spray.

Ground between rows is hoed regularly and large weeds

removed. This hoeing achieves two goals it keeps the weeds down
and by constantly moving the soil keeping it open and also tends to
break the soil down into finer crurnbs. By having a fine surface soil
it fills the holes much more readily as the plants begin to shrink
prior to dieback and also reduces the cracking effect in dry warn
weather on clay based soils. I have noticed also that the bird
population in the garden frequently forage throughout the beds and

I suspect help to reduce the impact of Narcissus fly and other
pests as the eggs or grubs are being turned up by the hoeing. Early
in July, as soon as the seed pods of crosses have been harvested

and the majority of the foliage has died back the rigs are

flamegunned to remove all traces of foliage( aluminium is used for
labels). Rigs are hoed yet again to ensure all neck holes are filled in
above the bulbs being left in the ground.

Harvesting of 3rd. year down bulbs then begins

immediately. As each variety is dug it is roughly cleaned of excess

soil and roots reduced before being put in lily baskets and

immersed in a solution of Jeyes fluid. The intervening soil in front
of the next row is thrown forward and the second spit of soil
loosened before the next row of bulbs is lifted,cleaned and dipped.

Previously dipped bulbs are emptied onto the soil and carefully
spread out to drain and have some initial drying.At the end of each

day bulbs are then transported by variety to the base ofa cypress

hedge where they are left to dry for about a week. The east side of
the cypress hedge provides good shelter from rain as prevailing

winds are westerly, there is a good airflow under the hedge and the

bulbs tend to get some sun which aids drying. During this period

under the hedge bulbs are turned at least once. Varieties are boxed

and then stored under cover but in a cool covered area which

encloses my oil tank at the end of my garage.

After coming back from holiday about the third week of
August the cycle begins again with the preparation of the rigs for
the planting season as mentioned earlier.

This is a fairly labour intensive way of growing but I feel it is
well worth the effort so long as I am able. I can see how the

structure of the soil has improved over the years even though the

New Zealand flatworm had at one staged virtually wiped out that

most valuable of all allies the humble earthworm. Others more

knowledgeable than I, say the earthworm can go as deep a 3 feet

into the ground - think of all those beautiful little airways it leaves

behind as it goes and how much humus it moves. But there is hope;

in the last couple of years I have begun to notice an increasing

number of wormcasts on the lawn . Maybe the 'hunts' are paying

off and the worm population will increase to a reasonable level

where once again I will see large worms as I dig my ground.

Information DO\IE ASSOCIATES

Narcissus Fly

Large narcissus fly
The adult is about 13 mm long, has a hary body and looks

like a small bumble bee. The colour of the body varies considerably:

It may be black, banded with yellow, buffor orange, or one of these

colours may predominate. Hover flies, which belong to the same

family as the narcissus flies but are beneficial, have glossy bodies

with few hairs.
The large narcissus flies may be on the wing from early May
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until July; they are active on bright sunny days and have a
characteristic whining hum when in flight. Each female lays about

40 eggs, one to a bulb, on the foliage below the soil surface.
On hatching, the maggot (larva) crawls down the side of the

bulb and burrows into the base of the bulb through one of the root
canals. After tunnelling in and around the base plate for a while, it
works its way upwards to the fleshy scale leaves surrounding the
growing point. By the time it is fully grown it has eaten out a large
cavity. In the early spring the fully grown maggot, which may be as

long as l8 mm, moves either to the neck of the bulb or into the soil
and then pupates. The pupal stage lasts about five or six weeks and
the adult then emerges. There is only one generation a year.

Small narcissus fly
The adults are about 6 mm long, shining black with white

crescent-shaped marks. The first adults emerge at about the same

time as the large narcissus flies, in late April or early May, and the
females lay their eggs in groups of 10 or more, on or near diseased
or damaged bulbs.

When the maggots hatch, they enter a bulb in the region of
the 'nose' or at any point where it is damaged. They work through
the bulb and finally destroy it completely. In July most of the
maggots pupate and produce another generation which infests new
bulbs, but some may spend the whole summer feeding, then remain
in or near the bulbs during the winter and pupate in the following
spring.

Treatment of growing crop
In trials, good control has sometimes been obtained by

applying systemic granular insecticides such as Yaltox, to the crop
during the early stages of larval invasion, before there has been any
visible injury to the bulbs. The optimum time of treatment may
vary from year to year. Treatment with Yaltox is subject to an Off
Label approval which must be complied with. Copies of the
approval are obtainable from PSD Tel: 01904 640500. Although
not yet fully proven an application of Admire as a drench to the
rows before foliage dieback may prevent maggot growth within

the bulb. Physical methods of discouraging egg laying, such as

crop defoliation, surface cultivation, covering the rows with fine

netting or non-woven fleece during May and June, ot early lifting
and windrowing, are partially effective but involve labour and

some risk of reduction in bulb yields.

Precautions after lifting
After tifting, bulbs are often left in the fields for a while to

dry. At this stage, especially if there is much soil on therg the

bulbs are very attractive to small narcissus flies. Protection can

be obtained by using some form of covering, such as empty trays,

sacking or even dried bulb foliage.

Inspection of bulbs
During sorting and grading, all soft bulbs should be

discarded. Bulbs should never be replanted without some form of
treatment. Those attacked by small narcissus flies, in addition to
harbouring other pests and diseases, will never grow
satisfactorily and should be destroyed by burning. When rouging

for stem nematode or other disorders, plants attacked by
narcissus fly should also be removed.

Control of maggots in bulbs
The maggots of any of the narcissus flies are easily killed by

hot-water treatment. Treat the bulbs for one hour at 44.40C, to

kill fly maggots.
Read the label before you buy - use pesticides safely

Dove Associates shall in no event be liable for any loss or damage

caused by the use of products mentioned in this document.

Editors Note :- Pesticide mentioned is only available to the

commercial growers and is not readily available to the amatueurs

in our Group. Applying commercial pesticides without necessary

training is illegal .
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MILLENNIUM BULB LOTTERY

Arrangements are under way for a special Bulb Ballot to mark
the Millennium. The draw will take place on Saturday at 3pm on the
29th of April 2000 at the City of Belfast Spring Flower Show.
Tickets are available from Group members or Bulb Lottery
Organiser James Smyth, 35 Tullyglush Rd., Banbridge, Co. Down.

Top Show Bulbs to Include the Following

'Pastel Gold' lY-Y Pastel yellow trumpet Brian Duncan
'Golden Gala' lY-Y Stylish yellowtrumpet Brian DuncanoSharnden' lY-Y Very good late trumpet Noel Burr Daffodils
'Nederberg' lY-O Early orange trumpet Brian Duncan
'Gin & Lime' IY-GWW Consistent winner Carncairn Daffodils
'Lighthouse Reef IY-WWY Very good reverse trumpet Hoffland Daffodils
oKorora Bay' lW-P Lovely borderline pink trumpet Brian Duncan
'Finchcooks' 2Y-R Much sought after; v.deep colourNoel Burr Daffodils
'Golden Strand' 2Y-O Consistent winner, great colour Ballydorn Bulb Farm
'Sandymount' 2Y-O great for collection classes Ballydorn Bulb Farm
'Sun Trap' 2Y-YYR Brilliant colour & form Brian Duncan
'Inner Glow' 2W-P Very deep pink cup Brian DuncanoSoprano' 2W-GPP Consistent winner Brian Duncan
'Media Girl' 2W-WWP Attractive, consistent pink Brian Duncan
'Cherry Gardens' 2W-PPR Consistent prize winner Noel Burr Daffodils
'Altun Ha' 2Y-W Consistent class winner Hoffland Daffodils
'Goffs Cave' 2Y-W Reverse well, consistent Hoffland Daffodils
'Angelito' 3Y-YYO Consistent show flower Brian Duncan

'Jake' 3Y-GOO Several best bloom awards Brian Duncan
'Bear Springs' 4Y-O Good yellow /red double Brian Duncan
'Innovator' 4O-R Novel coloured double Brian Duncan
'Hill Head 9W-GGR Good form and colour Ballydorn Bulb Farm
'Braid Song' 9W-GYO Prize winner many times Carncairn Daffodils

Prizes still arriving .

Vouchers From:-

Broadleigh Gardens

Steve Holden Daffodils

Ron Scamp

Carncairn Daffodils

The N.I.D.G. would like to thank all the growers and breeders

who so generously promised to donate bulbs, seedlings and

vouchers including :-

Ballydorn Bulb Farm

Broadleigh Nurseries

Noel Burr Daffodils

Camcairn Daffodils

Brian Duncan

Hoffland Daffodils

Steve Holden

Maurice Kerr

Richard McCaw

Tyrone Daffodils

Nial Watson

Editor's note :- the following article should be of interest to the

present day enthusiast in light of our talk last year - THE X
FILES. I am not sure of the date, it is taken from a book 'THE

GARDEN FoR ExpERT AND AMATEUn' published by the Daily Express.

The authors to whom the articles are attributed are given at the

end of each section. How many flower names do you fecognise?
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DAFFODILS (Nat. Ord. Amaryllidaceae).-
History.-British gardens have had Daffodils in them for hundreds
of years; but within the last quarter of a century they have risen to
a prominence which has been most marked. There is hardly a
garden of any site without its Daffodils, and shows for Daffodils
have been established in various centres. In New Zealand they are

even more a feature of spring shows than in the old country. About
the end of the eighteenth, and in the early half of the nineteenth
centuries, it was the polyanthes or bunch-flowered varieties that
alone were considered worthy ofnotice, but the one-flowered hold
the pride ofplace to-day. The change has been brought about by
the work of Herbert, Dean of Manchester, Backhouse of York,
Leeds of Manchester, Barr of London, and more especially
Engleheart of Dinton, the most famous raiser of new varieties who
has ever lived. The modern developments of the flower are simply
surprising. For convenience of reference the family has been

divided into sections by the Daffodil Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society.
Classification; ft.Il.S. Classified List of Daftodils.-Thrs list is

most useful. All the schedules of Daffodil shows are more or less

arranged according to its provisions, and in bulb dealers'
catalogues the Daffodil part usually follows its main out lines. The
divisions are based on (1) colour, (2) blood relationship, and (3)
the general shape of the bloonr, which depends on the proportions
which the central part of the flower, or the corona, bears to the
petals, or to write more strictly botanically, the perianth segments.
(When the parts of the calyx and corolla are like one another, as in
the Narcissus or Daffodil family, they are usually spoken of as a
Perianth.)

The following are the divisions :-
(a) TRUMPET DAFFODILS.- The trumpet or corona is as

long as or longer than the perianth segments. The sub-divisions
depend on colour; e.g. (l) Yellow, (2) White, (3) Bicolor.

(b) INCOMPARABILIS.-The cup or corona must be not less than

one-third, but less than equal to the length of the perianth segments.

The sub-divisions depend on the colour of the perianth; (1) Yellow

perianths, (2) White perianths.

(c)BARRII.-The cup or corona must be less than one-third the

length of the perianth segments. The sub-divisions depend on the

colour of the perianth; (1) Yellow perianths, (2) White perianths'

(d) LEEDSII.-The perianths must be white with white, crearn, or

pale citron cups, which are sometimes tinged with pink or apricot.

The sub-divisions depend upon size; e.g. (I) Flowers of
Incomparabilis proportions, (2) Flowers of Barrii proportions.

(e) TRIANDRUS HYBRIDS. - All varieties which obviously

contain triandrus blood, such as Queen of Spain (yellow), and

Venetia (white).
(, CYCLAMINEUS HYBRIDS. -Flowers with cyclamineus as

one ofthe parents.
(d JONQUILLA HYBRIDS.-Varieties of Narcissus Jonquilla

parentage, such as Buttercup, Odorus, etc. etc. Jonquil blood gives

richness and smoothness of texture.
(h) TAZETTA AND TAZETTA HYBRIDS.-These are the

POLYANTHES NARCISSUS of gardens. The new poetaz

(hybrids between a poet and a bunch-flowered or tazetta variety)

are also included.
(, POETICUS VARIETIES. - All poets have pure solid white

petals with a small eye, wholly or partly red.

(/) DOUBLE VARIETIES.
(7r) vARIOUS.-This is an omnibus division, and includes certain

species such as N. Bulbocodium, N. cyclamineus, N. gracilis, N
triandrus, N. Jonquilla, N. iuncifulius, N. viridiflorus, etc. etc'

NAME OF FAMILY.-AII Daffodils are Narcissi, and all Narcissi

are Daffodils; Daffodil being the English and Narcissus the Latin

name of the family. It is custom alone that limits the name Narcissus

to the Poeticus arrd Tazetta sections. Parkinson :fJlhis Paradisus
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(1629) has some interesting remarks on nomenclature.
Border Cultivation.-Daffodils like a warm well-drained soil, and a
moist atmosphere. The Poeticus section, however, prefers a fairly
stiffrooting medium.

Plant as early as possible in the autumn, and beware of planting
after Lord Mayor's Day. Never cut offthe foliage while it is green;
the bulbs may stand it once but not a second time. With few
exceptions all varieties may remain in the ground for several years,
but they should be top-dressed annually with good soil mixed with
bone-meal and old farmyard numure. These also are the best and
safest manures to dig into the beds before planting.

All Daffodils do well in grass; in fact, certain sorts will not thrive
anywhere else. Wait until the autumn rains have moistened the
ground before planting. Avoid mixtures; much the best and most
pleasing results are obtained when the varieties are kept distinct.
One ofthe best examples of grass planting is to be seen at Glasnevin
Gardens, Dublin. Even when the area to be covered is a large one, a
Bar's Bulb Planter should be used. A general mistake is to plant too
close together ; with this tool it is hardly possible to do so. Never
mow grass where Daffodils are until their foliage has become
yellow.
Pot Cultivation. - Plant all varieties as early as possible in

September, or the first two weeks in October. Where the bulbs have
to live in a dwelling-house all the time, the middle of October is
soon enough. Before bringing any pots into heat, be sure that they
are filled with roots.

Enemies and Diseases.-The chief living enemies are the Merodon
or large Daffodil fly; the Eumerus or small Daffodil fly, and the
eelworm or Tylencus devastatrix The chief disease is that caused by
a Fusarium fungus. Slugs can also do much damage by eating offthe
roots. Whenever the foliage becomes curled and marked with brown
stripes, expert advice should be obtained.
Raising seedlings- seed should be sown very thinly in August in
boxes or pans. These will be all the better for the protection of a
cold airy frame. Allow the seedlings to remain two years in the seed
boxes before planting out in nursery beds. Once planted out they
may remain where they are until they bloom. Flowers may be
expected in the fifth year; but a few will flower in the fourth year,
and some not until the sixth or seventh.
Varieties for Garden Purposes.-Good garden varieties include the
following, the letters which follow the names indicating the divisions

to which they belong .-Argent (l); Barrii conspicuus (c);

Bernardino (b);Blackwell (b); Cassandra (i); Dtke of Bedford (a);

Elvira ft);Emperor (a); Empress (a);Evangelne (d);Horace (i);
J. T. Bennett-Poe (e);Lady Margaret Boscawen (b);Madame de

Graaff(a); Norah Pearson (d); Odorus campanelle (S); Pedestal

@); Phtlippe de Vilrnorn (a); Poeticus recurvus (y'; Seagull (c);

Sir Watkin (b) ; YestalVirgin (a);Ykgil (il; White Lady (d).

The following are recommended for pot culture, the letters

which follow the names again indicating the divisions to which
they belong:-Argent (7); Aspesia ft); Bedou* (b); Blackwell (b);

Bulbocodium conspicuus (k); Cornelia (a);Diana (d); Emperor
(a);Evangelne(d); Firebrand (c); Golden Spur (a); Henry Irving
(a);Homer (i); Jame a Merveille A); J. T. BennettPoe (e);Y.ng
Alfred (a); Lwrfer (b);Madame de Graaff (a);lvfusLanetry @);
Princeps (a); Sir Watkin (b); Sunrise (c);Yictoia (a);Weardale
Perfection (a).

Rev. Joseph Jacob M.A. F.R.H.S. - Secretary Midland Daffodil Society

E. T. Ellis F,R.H.S.

Varieties for show.- These are improved upon so frequently that

our contributors tell us it would be of no practical value to give a

selection here. A bulb specialist should be consulted.-Editor

RECENT VARIETIES.
Incomparabilis Section: Fortune.-This has a yellow perianth and a

rich orange-scarlet crown.
Ixion-Tlis has a lemon-yellow perianth and an orange crown.

Knight Templar.-This has a creamy-white perianth and a red

crown.
Phineas.-Thls has a lemon-yellow perianth and a golden-yellow

crown.
Yellow Standard.-This has a citron-yellow perianth and a golden

- yellow crown. It is a giant flower.
Leedsii Section: Miss E. M. Bowling.-This has a creamy-white
perianth, and half its trumpet ls cream with a pink rim.
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Poeticus Section: Bridget.'Tltts has a white perianth and a rich red
and green cup.
Caedmon.- i}rs has a white perianth, and its cup is margined
with dark red.
Crimson Braid.-This has a pure white perianth, a scarlet cup, and
a yellow centre.
Titoroughbred.-This has a white perianth and a cup rimmed with
cnmson.
Trumpet Section: Fides.-This has a white perianth and a yellow
trumpet.
Geniral Bland.-This is a giant yellow variety, often 5 ll2 ns
across the perianth.
General Townsend.-This is a pure yellow variety.
Tamora.-This has a snow-wliite perianth and a creamy - white
trumpet.- 

W. J. Chittenden F.R.H.S. Editor Garden Life

[It should be noted that the above is only a selection of those which have

received official recogrrition. The list might be considerably extended.-

Editor - E. T. Ellis F.R.H.S.l

BALLYDORI\ BULB FARM

Killinchy - Newtownards - Co. Down
Northern lreland

Offers new and recent award - winning
introductions and selected seedling stocks

All cultivars of proven vigour, substance and
purity of colour.

6liu\9 cultivars and
reliable garden

hybrids to satisfy the

discerning and novice grower

Free catalogue availablefrom :

TYRONE DAFFODILS
90 Ballynahatty Road - Omagh - Co. Tyrone

N. Ireland BT78 lTD
Telenhone Omaeh 02882 242192

The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
To R. McCaw, 77 Ballygowan Road, Hillsborough,

Co. Down, BT26 6EQ

Mr.
I/We Mrs.

Ms.

Post Code
desire to become a member of The Northem Ireland

Daffodil Group, and enclose the sum of f7.50/f,18.00
being my subscription for I or 3 years. (Please delete one figure))

Date
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